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     Open TV  

 The Development Process 

   Aymar Jean   Christian   

 TV is more open than at any other time in its history. US television has transitioned 
from the network era to the “networked” era, characterized by the shift from linear 
distribution with limited options for producing, fi nancing, and releasing television to 
decentralized distribution with multiple, converging models for developing programs 
(Christian 2018). Development begins with the process of pitching; continues through 
the production of the pilot (a fi rst episode made on spec) or the licensing of a sea-
son; and extends to the marketing of the released series. Just as importantly, develop-
ment is also the process of valuing series. Executives must decide if a story is worthy 
of investment in production and of the network’s brand in marketing its release. � e 
legacy development practices that arose in the network era involved the selection and 
licensing of original series across specifi c program types: comedy, drama, reality, and 
TV movies, historically. Legacy TV channels including broadcasters like ABC and later 
cable entrants like MTV and HBO dominated the network era and still hold consider-
able power to create value through development in the early years of the networked era. 

 Yet development has expanded in the open TV market, off ering new opportunities 
and methods for creating value. Independent producers no longer have to meet with 
legacy TV network executives to produce and release their shows. Innovative comedi-
ans like Issa Rae ( � e Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl ), Abbi Jacobson and Ilana 
Glazer ( Broad City ), Felicia Day ( � e Guild ,  Geek & Sundry ), Franchesca Ramsey ( � e 
Nightly Show ), and Grace Helbig ( Not Too Deep ,  @midnight ), as well as more dramatic 
writers like Bernie Su ( � e Lizzie Bennet Diaries ) and Katja Blichfeld and Ben Sinclair 
( High Maintenance ) produce their own shows using digital technologies and release 
them directly to fans on open-upload sites like YouTube and Vimeo. � is brings inno-
vation to television by expanding the number and styles of stories, the diversity of 
storytellers, and strategies for marketing them online and through mobile platforms. 
Independent producers circumvent legacy intermediaries and create value by creating 
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for each other as well as specifi c fan communities and brands (Christian 2018). � is 
expansion in distribution demands that we reinvent the study of television, pushing 
our knowledge of how development works beyond canonic case studies focused on 
corporate intermediaries at major networks and cable channels ( Gitlin 1983 ;  Meehan 
and Byars 2000 ;  Banet-Weiser, Chris, and Freitas 2007 ). 

 Yet if we look at the open TV market, a number of challenges persist for the power 
of legacy channels. Distribution is key. Attempts by entrepreneurs to create indie net-
works that curate and license programs—a way of creating a real market outside the 
legacy system—have fl oundered. Most successful networked distributors operate at the 
same scale as the legacy networks and similarly privilege exclusive contracts and Hol-
lywood producers; for example, Netfl ix spends billions licensing blockbuster TV, while 
Amazon uses TV to bolster its vast consumer marketplace. Only in rare cases can indie 
channels create sustainable audiences, as was the case in Dennis Dortch and Numa 
Perrier’s Black & Sexy TV, a kind of “black Netfl ix” for romantic comedies and dramas, 
as well as Seed & Spark, which combines a crowdfunding platform for indie produc-
ers with a subscription TV service. Most importantly, like legacy channels, few indie 
channels develop consistently intersectional programming, focusing instead on single 
identities (black LGBTQ, lesbian, etc.) or easily commodifi ed target markets (geeks, 
gamers, etc.). While open TV markets expand the production and distribution of rep-
resentations broadly, they have not yet suffi  ciently valued intersectionality. 

 To advance theories of value in representation on networked TV I started a plat-
form, Open TV beta , to develop queer or intersectional networked television in Chicago. 
I wanted to see what open TV development looked like when it privileged the art of 
telling sincere stories about sexuality across race, gender, class, disability, religion, cit-
izenship, and so forth. Developing television as research off ers deep insights and rich 
data on the entire process of making and valuing television programs, including pro-
duction, fi nancing, licensing, marketing and exhibition both online and locally. It has 
allowed me to see connections between television and various other arts (performance, 
spoken word, dance, poetry, theatre, and fi lm) across a range of organizations (galleries, 
universities, museums, festivals, magazines, artist-run/community spaces, and social 
media). � e project uses programming to assess the value and limits of legacy devel-
opment processes on a smaller scale with communities who have historically not had 
access to them.  Open TV Presents , a series of pilots about artists exploring alternative 
relationships, tests the value of piloting;  Open TV Originals , wholly produced original 
series, tests series licensing;  Open TV Re-Presents , rereleasing existing web series, tests 
syndication; and  Open TV Community , documentation of Chicago cultural life, tests 
reality television and the ways in which the genre can engage communities of artists 
and fans. � e entire project off ers new insight into the value and limits of small-scale, 
local television development. 

 Here I  present a preliminary discussion of small-scale queer production gleaned 
from running the platform for two programming cycles. In general, queer development 
allows us to see value created from people and in places historically undervalued by leg-
acy TV channels. It is limited by the same factors that limit intersectional development 
in the legacy industry, primarily low investment in intersectional artists and producers. 
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Without pathways to institutions (channels, venture capital, studios, unions) willing 
to support emerging artists who have been excluded from the industry—and there-
fore remain not “ready” for Hollywood—most of this work is undercompensated and 
time-consuming with little guaranteed payoff . Workers have to take on multiple roles: 
actors market their series, production assistants become extras, producers cook food 
for crew, and so forth. � ese constraints and pressures on production in the industry 
increasingly extend beyond individuals marginalized by their race, gender, sexuality, 
and so forth, as union labor too is threatened by reality TV and runaway production. 
� us, intersectional development forms a critique of the industry as it creates value 
within it: it spotlights areas of under-investment and the resulting consequences. It 
shows the limits of a legacy system dominated by a small number of conglomerates 
while experimenting with paths to reform. 

  THE PITCH  

 In Hollywood, a project’s readiness is only one of many factors in its development. Often 
times projects need powerful producers or studios attached, fully employed depart-
ments for all elements of production (casting, costumes, makeup, visual eff ects, etc.), 
a built-in audience (franchises), the “right” audience (a desirable demographic), and a 
story that is acceptable to LA executives, advertisers, and/or the press, all of which are 
brokered by agents, managers, lawyers and unions. � ere are many more pitches than 
funds for production, which are high-value and in demand. For Open TV, during the 
second cycle, 32 projects reached “pitch” stage, meaning an idea or treatment exists but 
not resources to start preproduction; of those, 28 projects were eventually produced 
and released. By contrast, broadcast TV networks alone can receive 2,000 pitches each 
season for only several dozen opportunities for full series licensing ( Chozik 2011 ). � us, 
executives are tasked with valuing a few pitches over others, relying on history, norms, 
and relationships with exclusionary organizations ( Gitlin 1983 ;  Bielby and Bielby 1994 ). 
� e executives making these decisions also do not refl ect the range of diversity in US 
communities along lines of race, gender, class, sexuality, thus inhibiting representations 
before projects can enter production. 

 Open TV beta  projects enter development after I’ve met with the artist and we’ve 
agreed to work towards collaborating on a project. Many projects come to Open TV 
already produced or in preproduction; when creators are merely looking for a distrib-
utor, projects move through development faster. Most of the projects released during 
the second cycle were not produced by me and did not need direct production sup-
port. Otherwise, projects in development need funding and a production team before 
we can enter preproduction. For me, a project starts in development and never leaves 
development. In other words, once we start development with you, we will always be 
developing your work, even after it is released. � is is a necessity when access to capital 
is low. In order for the platform to function, I need many more projects in development 
than are ready to release so I can pursue diff erent forms of fi nancing at diff erent levels 
of production—in the fi rst cycle budgets could reach $30,000—as they arise. Funding 
sources at this level come from a variety of sources (non-profi t grants, crowdfunding, 
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sponsors, and investors), so it helps to have a variety of programs to develop. Still, I aim 
to help every pitch I receive, even if it is not exactly right for the platform, in order to 
support a community of producers whom I may need for their assistance or work on 
future projects. � is help typically involves referrals to individuals who can assist in 
production, distribution, or exhibition and suggestions on how to achieve funding. Yet 
most pitches work in line with the goals of Open TV, with the big exception of pitches 
from outside Chicago.  

  PREPRODUCTION  

 Projects in preproduction have secured funding and a team to start fi lming. � is is the 
planning stage. Producers hire the crew, fi nd locations, organize the shoot, and trouble-
shoot the whole process. � e hiring of actors, writers and crew in Hollywood relies on 
systems that historically exclude women, queer people, and people of color, including 
agents and managers, unions, and social networks predicated on structural segregation 
based on race, gender, class, and education. In either case, having a creator and pro-
ducer from an underrepresented group improves representation behind the camera, 
but in indie contexts, producers have more freedom to hire (and fi re). In the case of 
Brown Girls , among our most intersectional series at the time and the product of two 
women—poet Fatimah Asghar, who is South Asian American, and director Sam Bailey, 
a black cis-woman—most of the crew were women, people of color, and queer people, 
while many actors representing non-white races were cast in the series. Meanwhile, 
representation behind the camera in both broadcast, cable, and networked television 
continues to lag behind the US population distribution ( Hunt 2016 ;  Smith, Choueiti, 
and Pieper 2016 ). One  Variety  study found broadcast network showrunners were 90% 
white and 78% male ( Ryan 2016 ). In 2016, Martha Lauzen found women constitute 
only 27% of creators, directors, writers, producers, executive producers, editors, and 
directors of photography on broadcast networks, with no progress in a decade; that 
same study found that series with women behind the camera were more likely to have 
diverse casts ( Lauzen 2016 ). 

 Preproduction in small-scale development leverages community and social networks 
online and locally to get the show done. Often, friends of the creator or the crew perform 
certain roles on a volunteer basis or at below-market rates in trade for skill-building 
or assistance on their own projects down the line. Rates are often more negotiable, 
with production companies and local vendors off ering “family” or “community” rates 
to productions that align with their politics, promote their talent or wares artistically, 
or have the possibility on getting developed by a larger institution that could later pay 
higher rates. At times, traditional methods for organizing production are used, includ-
ing storyboards, call-sheets, tax credit and insurance applications, and work-for-hire 
agreements or union contracts (several guilds off er “new media” contracts that allow 
producers to pay below minimums). Yet in the case of very small-scale shoots, such as 
our three-person crew for  Let Go and Let God  or the single-producer docu-series  Been 
T/Here , these norms are less necessary. Most indie series are the result of a single or 
very small team of writers and producers, so the process of staffi  ng series with several 
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writers is far less common in indie TV than legacy television. Casting is expensive and 
time-consuming, so most series creators work with actors they already know before 
entering preproduction, and often write scripts with those performers in mind. In all, 
the fl exible and community-centered nature of preproduction in indie contexts can 
mitigate some of the persistent problems with diversity that deepen in legacy contexts.  

  PRODUCTION  

 Projects enter production when they start capturing the footage they need to com-
plete the story. Here, and in post-production, a legacy network’s infl uence historically 
wanes as studios like Warner Bros. or Universal control this labor. Nevertheless, in 
selecting programs to license from studios, networks still get to decide who will run 
production and supply most of the funding for program development. Scripted com-
edy and drama series have historically enjoyed high enough licensing fees from the 
network as well as subsequent syndication revenues to hire union labor both “above-
the-line” (writers, producers, directors) and “below-the-line” (the crew who execute 
creators’ visions). However a competitive, networked media environment has forced 
 conglomerate-owned distributors to manage costs more rigorously. Pressure on work-
ers in legacy TV is increasing as legacy networks order reality television to circumvent 
union protections and profi t from syndication and program ownership more directly; 
reality TV programs are often funded at cost plus profi t for the production company 
in exchange for network ownership of the intellectual property—meaning that the net-
work, not the producer, controls future sales of the program ( Caldwell 2008 ;  Mayer 
2011 ;  Vanderhoef 2013 ). Writing opportunities, long the bastion of sustainable union 
employment in television, also face threat as cable and corporate networked distribu-
tors order series from auteurs with small writing staff s, or genres that require no staff  at 
all (on reality TV, editors “write” the show). 

 � e intimate scale and low-budgets of queer production puts their own pressures 
on workers, often causing stress; for instance, licensing fees for most Open TV projects 
cannot cover a majority of production costs. Yet lower resources engender innovation 
out of need to wring as much value out of every participant’s time, thus showcasing 
their talent and potentially serving as evidence for greater investment from larger insti-
tutions, communities, or crowdfunding. Open TV shoots last anywhere from a single 
day ( Let Go and Let God  was shot in one day,   Nupita Obama   in two) to two weeks 
(for  You’re So Talented  season two and  Brown Girls  season one) to several months (pri-
marily docu-series like  Futurewomen , which shot through all of 2015). Productions 
need at least one person to capture the image, typically a photographer or cinema-
tographer, and often but not always someone to capture sound on location. As I have 
noted elsewhere (Christian 2018), small-scale productions have crews that take on mul-
tiple roles to get projects completed, often crossing the above/below-the-line divide. 
I wrote and directed  Nupita Obama  but also provided craft services, served as an extra, 
and hired some crew; in  Brujos , writer Ricardo Gamboa also starred, co-directed, and 
helped cast the series;  Lipstick City  creator-writer-star Jaren Merrell (Shea Couleé) also 
cast the fi lm, whereas art director Dan Polyak also edited it. In all cases, above- and 
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below-the-line crew additionally helped to market the project in Chicago and online. 
In open TV contexts, production both problematically and generatively supports the 
whole development process.  

  POST- PRODUCTION 

 Post-production involves the editing of a project, compiling the images and sounds, 
as well as adding any elements that cannot be or need not be captured in production. 
� is sometimes includes the creation of a score or licensing of music, transcribing (for 
documentary), dubbing or subtitling, and assembling the story. Editing for scripted 
series can be planned for in preproduction, whereas documentary has no script. Legacy 
distributors nevertheless invest heavily in documentary through reality television, but 
to avoid spiraling costs in post-production they hire robust crews to capture as much 
footage as possible and large editing teams to craft the story (avoiding unions in both 
cases; reality TV editors are writers without Writers Guild representation). Moreover, 
artifi cially infl ating and constructing drama through manipulating copious footage pre-
vents production companies from having to watch lives unfold naturally. � e marketing 
value of reality TV to its participants also incentivizes them to construct drama so their 
storylines are not prematurely cut. Here we see how network imperatives to profi t at 
low cost shapes post-production by putting pressure on labor. 

 Editing is costly in indie contexts, though I have had support from my university to 
train and hire students in editing. Many indie productions underestimate the cost of 
post-production. I have done this myself in the past, and not planning for post can delay 
a project for years. Post-production is most diffi  cult to estimate for documentaries, 
where the story must be crafted in post. Post-production consistently delayed series’ 
release during Open TV’s fi rst cycle and artists consistently cited stress in trying to 
fi nish editing, so for the second cycle I cut licensing costs for documentary and instead 
advised producers on how to seek outside sources for fi nancing that would be suffi  cient 
to support post-production. As a research and community-based project, Open TV 
development must consider inequality across all these stages of development and pro-
duction, adjusting to mitigate it.  

  EXHIBITION AND MARKETING  

 After we reach a fi nal cut, it’s time to plan release. Corporate distributors can leverage 
scale to market programs, including stronger brand recognition from releasing hun-
dreds of hours of programming, often over decades; robust marketing budgets for indi-
vidual series and the network’s brand; and large staff s designed to produce content for 
and track reception across mobile and web platforms. Legacy networks like CBS and 
HBO, both of which inaugurated over-the-top (or IP-delivered) TV platforms around 
the time Open TV emerged, have had decades to build trust among viewers and develop 
coherent brands, giving them an edge in the networked environment. New distributors 
secured large subscriber bases by matching original programming with access to large 
libraries of information and entertainment: Netfl ix and Hulu spend billions to license 
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movies and series from Hollywood studios, and Amazon links television to the wide 
range of goods it delivers to customers. Without similarly robust funds for licensing, 
marketing, and branding, indie TV distributors must work to establish trust with their 
respective communities by consistently releasing sincere and compelling programs and 
actively engaging them on social media. To do this eff ectively, they need to target spe-
cifi c communities and speak to them in ways that relate to the cultural, social, political, 
economic conditions in which they live. 

  For this reason, all Open TV projects screen locally in Chicago before going online 
to build on a show’s most specifi c and targeted audience. � is requires that we plan 
events, which can range in size. � e fi rst cycle of programming, where one new video or 
episode premiered every month from March 2015 to August 2016, drew modest audi-
ences in a broad range of venues, from social service offi  ces, artist- and community-
run space, galleries, and museums. � e premiere for  Southern for Pussy  at TransTech 
Social Enterprises, a company tasked with employing trans people in tech, attracted 
around 20 people, whereas the second season premiere of  You’re So Talented  drew over 
100 people and a line out the door of � e Whistler, a popular bar in Logan Square. Yet 
the second cycle drew much larger crowds, indicating clear growth in local community-
building. � e second cycle debuted at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago in 
January 2017 and drew around 200 people for the fi rst episode premieres of  Brujos, 
Brown Girls , and  Afternoon Snatch . Subsequent premieres for the fi rst seasons of those 
shows in February at Chicago Art Department and the Chicago Cultural Center, drew 
around 200 on average—although  Brown Girls  attracted 250–300 people, many of 
whom were turned away due to the space’s capacity. � ese events include performance, 
panels and talkbacks, and messages from community members as a way to put televi-
sion in conversation with arts and communities. � e  Brown Girls  premiere showcased 

 
   FIGURE 29.1  Open TV beta  “branding” with an emphasis on community in contrast to legacy 
network strategies . 
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artistry by women of color in song, dance (Bollywood and burlesque), and stand-up 
comedy. Panel discussions examine the complex dynamics of race, gender, sexuality, 
religion, disability, and class, including discussions of the police state, white supremacy, 
empathy, self-care, undertaught histories, trauma, and processes for artistic production. 

 Events are also key research sites for Open TV, where my graduate students col-
lect feedback from attendees, either through one-on-one interviews, or recording the 
conversation or Q&A. I conduct Google surveys for demographic and qualitative feed-
back; this is useful because data from corporate social media platforms like Facebook 
is limited. While most corporate platforms report audiences along the gender binary 
( Bivens 2016 ), Open TV surveys allow for gender non-conforming, masculine- and 
feminine-spectrum attendees to identify themselves. While screenings tend to attract 
majorities of people who identify with the lead characters along lines of race, sexuality, 
and class, none are homogenous. Still, a minority of Open TV’s audience identifi es as 
cis-male and straight; majorities identify as queer and college-educated with incomes 
under $50,000. 

 When a program is ready to release online, Open TV’s head of marketing designs 
a website for the project and a social media campaign across Facebook, Twitter, Ins-
tagram, and Tumblr. Videos are uploaded to Vimeo. Navigating marketing on social 
media requires staff , which most creators cannot aff ord; Open TV assists creators not 
only by publicizing Chicago events on Facebook and our newsletter but also populat-
ing social media with dedicated hashtags, interviews with the creators, video recaps of 
events, and relevant press. Across both cycles, Facebook was our most active platform, 
as it is the platform best amenable to exhibiting video; yet Tumblr proved relevant in 
the fi rst cycle by driving some traffi  c to  You’re So Talented . In the second cycle, there-
fore, we created our own Tumblr. � is helped drive traffi  c to  Brujos  specifi cally, where 
over 400 notes were generated, through which Tumblr users recommended the show to 
others and endorsed its Latinx representation. 

 We also gauge the eff ectiveness of various publications (news sites and blogs) who 
cover the shows to see which drive traffi  c. For both  Brown Girls  and  Brujos , smaller 
blogs that had less national name recognition but had built loyalty from intersectional 
queer communities proved more eff ective at driving viewership than mainstream sites 
like  TIME , the  Guardian , and  W Magazine . Sites like  Autostraddle  (covering culture for 
queer/femme people),  Remezcla  (covering Latinx culture), and  NewNowNext  (covering 
LGBTQ people) contributed a plurality of views on both shows. 

 Still, indie distributors face limits in their use of corporate social media platforms, 
whose business models are primarily based on discriminatory practices. For one, while 
Facebook is good at driving viewership and better than most social networks, the site 
clearly discriminates against videos from other players like Vimeo and YouTube, priv-
ileging its own videos as it seeks to disrupt the video/television market. While Open 
TV retains Vimeo as a player because of its active fi lmmaker community and commit-
ment to not censoring videos, we will occasionally upload promotional content like 
trailers and recaps directly to Facebook, which does censor videos. We were unable to 
take out ads on two programs,  Open TV Presents: Southern for Pussy  and  Bronx Cunt 
Tour , because Facebook fl agged their titles as pornographic (in content, each features 
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nudity though not in overtly sexualized contexts), even as both explorations of the com-
plexities of gender identity have shown in prominent galleries and in partnership with 
major museums. Lastly, as an artist-driven project Open TV allows actors to create 
and maintain their own platforms for their projects, and indeed some projects, par-
ticularly  You’re So Talented  and  Brown Girls , had larger social media followings than 
Open TV because users are accustomed to following productions specifi cally and not 
distributors. 

 If Open TV can consistently develop innovative, artistic, and intersectional pro-
gramming over the course of many years, we could grow an audience large enough to 
guarantee minimum viewership and possibly solicit small subscriptions or member-
ships. � e project is primarily designed to develop and incubate new programs as data 
through constant experimentation supported by research funds. Yet the most interest-
ing outcome could be the development of a wholly independent networked distribu-
tor developing television supported sustainably by the communities represented in its 
programs.  
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